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Abstract
This article deals with the energy management of a hybrid system composed of PV, Battery,ultracapacitor
and diesel synchronous generators for a mobile hospital. The proposed power system can supply energy
to Shelter Hospital for better treatment of patients in remote states, particularly in the event of a
pandemic situation such as COVID-19. For this reason, a hybrid power system in which a diesel generator
is used with a photovoltaic energy source for reliable availability of power supply. Moreover, batteries and
ultra-capacitors are also integrated to obtain a hybrid power generation and storage system to ensure the
smooth operation of mobile hospital weather conditions. Photovoltaic panels are connected to a boost
converter to follow maximum power tracking (MPPT) and Power curtailment modes. The battery is
connected to a bidirectional reversible DC-DC converter for DC bus voltage regulation and state of charge
(SOC) control. The ultra-capacitor is associated with the battery to compensate for the peak power. The
diesel generator is connected in parallel with the photovoltaic generator, battery, and ultra-capacitor to
continuously provide the power required by the load. The integrated operation of all the generation and
storage systems is complex for shelter hospital. Hence; an e�cient energy management algorithm is
developed to manage the continuous energy �ow between the elements of the hybrid power system and
mobile hospital load through the control of the power converters.

Finally, validation results are presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed energy management of
the hybrid power system.

1. Introduction
In remote areas and particularly in the sub-Saharan territories, the low population distribution has led to
di�culties in ensuring on-site health coverage in urgent cases requiring medical evacuation, such as the
Covid-19 pandemic [1, 2]. For this reason, it is suggested that mobile hospitals be built or deployed in the
desert and remote areas. This type of hospital includes several modules of treatment and diagnostic
equipment to adapt to any emergency [3]. These medical modules require a continuous power supply
from diesel generators that suffer from high fuel costs and preventive maintenance [4].

For this reason, in remote areas with high solar potential, the combination of a diesel generator with
photovoltaic generators offers a better quality of service to reduce operating costs and allow the
successful gradual transition from fossil to renewable sources [5, 6]. To increase e�ciency, excess energy
from diesel and PV generators needs to be stored using storage systems. For some industrial
applications requiring high peak power, batteries suffer from short mass life at high energy (5–10 years)
[7] and low dynamic behavior. However, peak power can be supported by ultra-capacitors which are
characterized by high power density and low voltage devices [8, 9], and therefore this technology
represents a major challenge in determining the relationship between energy production and
consumption in a mobile hospital. In this context, there is an insu�cient number of research studies that
address this problem except for the few studies that concern large hospitals [10], which is conducting an
in-depth study to be able to determine this relationship, for [11], which illustrates the pro�le of electrical
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energy consumption in an isolated hotel where its consumption is pre-dimensioned according to the
number of clients or visits during the year. On the other hand, [12] has proposed a model for distributing
the energy produced between the different departments of a hospital while minimizing the energy cost,
and in the same context [13] has proposed works that can increase the resilience of a hospital powered
by renewable energy and a conventional source such as a diesel generator by optimizing the dimensions
of its components, all these studies do not cover the case of a mobile hospital or its dimensioning
depends on the circumstances and locations of crises.

The integration of different production and storage systems for mobile hospitals requires an e�cient
management strategy. In this context, many papers have proposed applications studied in micro
networks that are designed for autonomous operation, where the main control objective is to know how to
manage the energy �ow between the different loads of the system.

In the micro-grid framework, the literature deals with many control strategies. For a PV-diesel stand-alone
hybrid power system, a control approach has been presented in [14] which present experimental results of
a PV-diesel hybrid system without storage. These results show the radiation relationship and the load
pro�le for a good sizing of this system that can cause the diesel generator to operate around its rated
power which should be equal to the peak load. In [39], presents a frequency sharing approach to mitigate
the effect of weather or sea state variations on the integrated micro-grid on board a ship. A hybrid storage
system based on ultra-capacitor and battery is developed such that high power and short-term
�uctuations are handled by the ultra-capacitor and batteries. In [34], proposes a method for controlling
the power balance of a multi-source micro-grid hybrid system to meet the DC load power demand with
reliability and DC bus voltage stabilization. In the same context, [38] proposes a coupling structure of the
DG on the DC bus side to slow down the power dynamics produced by the DG, which will be imposed by
the inverter and ensure the e�ciency and pro�tability of the system by operating the DG around its rated
power, on the other hand [36] proposes a voltage and frequency control strategy for a system with high
intermittent renewable power generation.

In this case, an energy storage system has been connected to the AC bus via an inverter instead of a DG,
the storage is used to generate the nominal frequency, which makes the system frequency independent of
the mechanical inertia of a synchronous generator.

Most of the energy management techniques presented above require the DG to be kept operational often
to avoid transition regimes of operating modes. Indeed, in [35] and [37], a transition control strategy
between the connected and disconnected modes of the grid was proposed for a three-phase voltage
source based on the calculation of reference powers and a virtual impedance control strategy to achieve
e�cient power distribution in the hybrid energy storage elements, where the battery provides steady-state
power and supports only transient power �uctuations respectively or the synchronization problem has
been well studied in both modes. In [38], a clear control methodology for the transition between the
different modes was developed.
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In this context, this paper proposes a new energy �ow supervision for a PV-Diesel-HESS micro-grid that
takes into account optimized management in different operating modes. Consequently, the PV panels are
coupled to a boost converter at maximum power and power limiting (Off-MPPT). Also, the batteries are
connected to a reversible DC-DC converter to regulate the terminal voltage (DC bus terminals) and control
the state of charge (SOC). The ultra-capacitor is associated with the batteries to compensate for peak
power. The diesel generator is connected in parallel with the photovoltaic generator (photovoltaic,
batteries, and ultra-capacitor) to provide the insu�cient power required by the load. In this context, an
algorithm is developed to manage the energy �ow between the hybrid power elements and the load
through the control of the power converters.

2. Power Sizing Of The Mobile Hospital
List of medical and non-medical equipment with their estimated daily energy needs according to their
power consumption priority in Table (1):

Table 1 Estimated daily energy of medical and non-medical equipment
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During the design, the sizing of the power appears as an important aspect. It must be done in such a way
as to ensure a continuous power supply while ensuring energy availability at a lower cost. The sizing
depends on both the meteorological characteristics depending on the location and the required load
demand. Or the 24 h load pro�le is shown in Fgure (1)

3. System Structure Hybrid System
Figure 2 shows the parallel hybrid system. It is composed of a photovoltaic generator as renewable
energy, batteries, ultra-capacitor, diesel generator as a source of emergency energy, and power electronics
converters as elements of electric power exchange of energy �ow in the system.

The PV generator is associated with the boost converter to extract the maximum power. The batteries and
the Ultra-capacitor are connected to a reversible DC-DC converter. The diesel generator is connected in
parallel with the DC bus using a bidirectional inverter while it is directly connected with the AC load.

3.1 PV generator
In photovoltaic cells are based on pure Silicon with certain chemical elements [15, 16].

Photovoltaic cells are mounted in series or in parallel on solar PV modules to obtain a voltage suitable for
electrical applications. The panels require solar energy to transform into DC electrical energy, which can
be either directly fed to loads or stored in batteries [17, 18]. Hence, the number of cells in the PV module
depends on the required power.

The equivalent electrical circuit of the solar cell is presented in Fig. 2 [19, 20].

By applying the Kirchhoff law:

Ipv = Iph - Id - Ip (1)

For photovoltaic generator composed of «Ns» serial panels and «Np» parallel panels, the characteristic
current-voltage relation is given by:

2

Where:

IPV = NpIph − NpI0 (e
( )

− 1) −
VPV+RsGI

NsaVT
VPV + RsGIPV

RpG

RsG = , RpG =
NsRs

Np

NsRp

Np
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Vpv : is Panel voltage (V). Iph :is Photocurrent (A)and Ipv :is Panel current (A). Ion : is Saturation current. q:
is Coulomb constant (1.602e-19C) and k : is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 e-23 [J/K]). Rs : is Series cell
resistance (Ω) and Rp : is Parallel cell resistance (Ω). G: is Global insulation (W/m2).

3.2 Batteries
Different battery models are presented in the literature. A battery model of Figure (3) consists of an ideal
battery, presented by a voltage source Eo and an internal resistance Rbat [20, 21]. 

The voltage between batteries is expressed by:

03
The state of charge (SOC) is given by

04
Where:

Qd is the nominal capacity of the battery in (Ah) and Cbat is the missing quantity of charge about Qd.

3.3 Ultra-capacitor
The ultra-capacitor model is composed of equivalent serial resistance (Res), equivalent parallel resistance
(Rep), and capacitor (Cuc) [22, 23].

The SOC of ultra-capacitor is expressed as a function of the voltage at the terminals of the ultra-
capacitors according to the relation:

5
With Vnom−uc: Nominal Voltage of the Load.

3.4 Diesel generator modeling
The diesel generator is composed of a diesel engine, a synchronous generator, and the excitation system
as shown in Figure (5) [24, 25].

Where:

The DG torque model is based on expression (6)

Vbat = E0 − (Rbat × ibat) − Vcbat

Socbat = (1 − ) × 100\%
Qd

Cbat

SOCuc =
Vuc

Vnom−uc
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6
The mechanical equation is written as

7

8
φ(s): is the fuel �ow adjusted by the governor and the motor torque.

4. Power Management Of The Hybrid System

4.1 Generator control
The PV generator is connected to a voltage boost converter to adapt the PV output to the DC bus. Also,
this converter extracts the maximum power from the PV generator. The following �gure illustrates the
scheme of the PV system managed by two different types the MPPT-based Perturb and Observe and
Curtailment Power (Off-MPPT) algorithm.

The DC-DC boost converter can be modeled by the following relationship:

9
For the maximum power point tracking (MPPT)], the Perturb and Observe (P&O) method are widely
adopted regarding their effectiveness and simplest implementation with minimum measurement inputs
[26, 27, 28]. It is based on the measurement of the voltage and current inputs of the PV generator. By
using perturbation to the input voltage, changes can be observed in the power output to provide the next
control sequence of the boost converter. If electrical power increases, the disturbance should continue in
the same direction. Otherwise, the disturbance direction will be inversed. Figures (7.a) shows the (P&O)
strategy scheme.

4.2 .DC bus control
DC Bus control contains mainly battery, ultra-capacitors, and two bi-directional DC/DC converters. As
shown in Fig. 7, battery and ultra-capacitors are connected to bidirectional dc-dc converters. The power

Tmec = ϕ (s) e−sτ1

= (Tmec − Te − DTΩ)
dΩ

dt

1

JT

ϕ (s) = C
ka

1 + sτ2

⎧
⎨
⎩

= (− (1 + d) Vdc + Vpv))

= (ipv − iL)

diL

dt
1
L

dVpv

dt
1

Cpv
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management between the battery and the ultra capacitor's storage system is ensured by the frequency
separation controller.

Both storage elements (batteries and ultra-capacitors) can be operated in two modes: charging and
discharging modes.

The bidirectional DC-DC converter of the battery can be modeled by:

10
The bidirectional DC-DC converter of the ultra-capacitors can be modeled by:

11
To regulate the DC bus voltage by the frequency separation technique, the storage elements should
provide currents equal to the common current IL.

After the Low-Pass Filter (LPF) of the current reference, the high-frequency component of the DC bus
passed by the ultra-capacitor and the low frequency through a battery. In this way, the battery current
reference (ILbat−ref) can be obtained and the reference current of the ultra-capacitor (ILuc−ref) is obtained by
the difference between the two currents (IL−ref and ILbat−ref).

In �gure (8), the DC bus voltage is coordinately controlled by the battery and ultra capacitor sources. The
DC bus voltage Udc is compared with the reference DC bus voltage Udc−ref, the difference presents the
input of the proportional- integration (PI) controller which provides the current reference Iref.

4.3 AC bus control
Two operating modes (connected or disconnected from the (DG) for the AC bus are detailed as follows:

1.1 Disconnected-Grid Mode (Off-Grid)
In this mode, the system is disconnected from the diesel engine. So, the Diesel engine disconnected from
the AC bus. The purpose of this mode is to control the inverter to provide an AC voltage with regulated
amplitude and frequency based on the dq- frame technique. For this, the voltage across the �lter
capacitor should be regulated which the voltage reference contains non-zero frequencies. This method
provides good control performance and protects against overloads and short circuits. [29, 30–31].

This type of technique is shown in Fig. 9, where Lf, Rf, and Cf are respectively the inductor, the internal
resistance of the inductor, and the capacitor of the LC �lter, Vdc represents the regulated voltage at the
input of The regulated voltage across the capacitor is the voltage supplied to the three-phase load. The

= [(αbat) Vdc − Vbat)]
dibat

dt

1

L

= [(αuc) Vdc − Vuc)]
diuc

dt

1

L
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switching method is based on pulse width modulation (SVM). The differential equations describing the
dynamics of the inverter can be derived as follows:

12

13

14

15
Where:

Vinv,abc: is the three-phase inverter output voltage, m: is the three-phase control signals, Vabc: is the three-
phase �lter capacitor output voltage, and ILoad,abc: is the three-phase load output current.

2.1 Grid -Connected Mode
In this mode, the Diesel engine is connected with the AC bus. In this case, the DC bus voltage is connected
to the AC bus via a bidirectional inverter with an LC �lter.

Thus, the diesel generator can operate in parallel with the inverter by synchronizing the output voltages.
For this, to estimate the AC angular frequency, a phase-locked loop (PLL) should be included in the
control system.

The power inverter control is based on the Voltage Orientation Control (VOC) using the instantaneous
powers (active and reactive) and the output voltage of the diesel generator [32, 33]. Shown by the
following equations:

The voltage across the �lter (LC) is given by:

Vinv,abc = mVdc = RfIL,abc + Lf + Vabc
dIL,abc

dt

IL,abc = Cf + ILoad,abc
dVabc

dt

[
Vd

Vq
] = [

(Cw)Vq

− (Cw)Vd
] + [

ILd − ILoad−d

ILq − ILoad−q

]
1

CS

1

CS

[
ILd

ILq
] = [

Vid − Vd

Viq − Vq
] + [

(Lfw) ILq

− (Lfw) ILd
]

1

LfS + Rf

1

LfS + Rf

Van = Lf + Rf iLf + Vcf
diLf

dt
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16
In a diesel generator connected mode, the  =0

17

18
The conventional convergence of a mathematical model of a stationary coordinate system with the
synchronous rotary two-phase coordinate system (dq) presented according to the following equations

19

20
From (19) and (20) the �nal expression is given by:

21

5. The Proposed Management Algorithm
The management and sharing of power in the different parts of the electrical system are developed
according to the state of charge and discharge of the storage element (battery). In this case, the ultra-
capacitor state of charge is kept between 97.4% and 98.4%].

According to this algorithm, there are seven (7) operating modes of this system which are Table (1):

5.1 Diesel engine Disconnected Mode (DEDM)

Vcf

Van + VDG,a = L
f

+ Rf iLf
diLf

dt

ILoad,abc = IDG,abc + If

⎧
⎨
⎩

VD = Lf + RfID − LfwIQ + ED

VQ = Lf + RfIQ + LfwIQ + EQ

dID

dt

dIQ

dt

⎧⎪
⎨
⎪⎩

Lf + RfID = (Kp + ) × (Id−ref − ID)

Lf + RfIQ = (Kp + ) × (Iq−ref − IQ)

dId

dt

Ki

S

dIQ

dt

Ki

S

⎧⎪
⎨
⎪⎩

Vd−rf = (Kp + ) × (Id−ref − ID) − LfwIQ + ED

Vq−ref = (Kp + ) × (Iq−ref − IQ) + LfwIQ + EQ

Ki

S

Ki

S
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This mode is activated when battery SOC is greater than 25% (SOCbat> 25%). In this case, the PV
generator operates either in MPPT mode or in Off-MPPT (Power Curtailment). Therefore, it has two sub-
modes:

5.1.1 Power Curtailment Mode (PCM)
This operating mode is selected when the power of the photovoltaic generator meets the total load
demand and the two (02) storage elements are fully charged i.e. (Socbat > 90%), The PV power must be
limited to a reference value lower than Pmpp (Maximum PowerPoint).

The control algorithm enabling PC is represented in the �owchart given in Fig. (7.b).

5.1.2 Maximum Power Point Tracking Mode (MPPTM)
This mode is activated when the state of charge of the battery-less than the maximum permissible state
(90 < SOCbat> 25%). In this case, the PV generator operates in MPPT mode to extract the maximum
amount of electrical energy depending on the climatic conditions. The storage elements have the
possibility of absorbing or compensating to keep the DC bus around its value of reference Vdc_ref = 700V,
the diesel generator is stopped and all loads are connected.

5.2 Diesel Engine Connected Mode (DECM)
This mode is selected when the state of charge of the battery pack is equal to 25%. In this case, the diesel
generator operates at its nominal power in parallel with the PV in MPPT mode and charges the storage
elements up to 90%.

5.3 First Priority Load Mode (FPLM)
When the diesel generator is operating alone and the state of charge of the batteries and the ultra-
capacitors is insu�cient and continues to charge (weak climatic conditions) below 10%, the system will
be unable to satisfy the main load (load P1). In this case, the load must be disconnected to allow the
hybrid storage device to charge.

5.4 Second Priority Load Mode (SPLM)
If the state of charge of the hybrid storage is between 10% and 15% (10% <SOCbat ≤ 15%), the load with
the second priority (load P2) will be disconnected and only the load with the priority (load P1) will remain
connected.

5.5 Third Priority Load Mode (TPLM)
This mode is activated when the operation of the diesel generator is connected and when the state of
charge of the batteries is below 20% but remains above 15%. To avoid an additional discharge of the
batteries, the supervision algorithm will disconnect the load with the lowest priority (P3 ).

The following table summarizes the different operating modes of the studied system :
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Table 2
Different operating modes of the studied system

  Different Operating Mode

N° State of Hybrid Storage
Element (%)

PCM MPPTM DEDM DECM FPLM SPLM TPLM

01 Socbat> 90% 1 0 1 0 1 1 1

02 90% < Socbat > 25% 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

03 25% < Socbat > 15% 0 1 0 1 1 1 0

04 15% < Socbat > 10% 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

05 Socbat < 10% 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

6. Validation Result And Discussion
To validate the power management algorithm mentioned above, the following parameters are used:

Table 3
PV generator Parameters

PVGenerator reference DC converter

BPSolar SX3190 Lpv :5mH

Cpv :5µFNs : 16, Np :6

Pn :260,43

Table 4
DC System Parameters

Lead acid battery DC converter UC DC converter DCBus

250v,40AH

τbat = 1.5s

Lbat= 4mH 5F ,Ruc= 8,9Mω

Vuc= 215v

Luc=5mH VdcRef=700v,Cbus=2mF

Table 5
AC Source Parameters

Diesel Engine Parameters Filter Parameters

Pn=20KW,wn=1500rpm,τ1 = 0.01s,τ2 = 0.02s

K = 40,Torque Limits [0 1.1]

Rf=2.66Ω,Lf=47Mh,

Cf = 100µF

Ts = 5e-5,Fs=5Kh
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Table 6
Controller Parameters of the different modes connection

Disconnected mode Connected mode

PLL Kp=0.2325,Ki= 5.254

Filter Kp=1.200, Ki=300.251

PLL Kp=0.1114,Ki= 3.3416

Filter Kp=1.1000,Ki=136.7273

Figure (15) shows the illumination pro�le used in the simulation.

The DC bus voltage, presented in �gure (16), is followed by its reference (700V) after a response time
until the connection of the diesel engine. To regulate (decrease) the voltage Vdc, the inverter intervenes by
absorbing the surplus current to inject it into the storage sources and discharge the ultra-capacitor until
Vdc = 700V.

 

Figure (17) Fig. (18) shows the operation of the hybrid system according to the proposed management
algorithm.

Noted that the DC sources quickly meet the system requirements in terms of power demand in both DC
and AC bus. The appearance of different operating modes of the system starting with the MPPT mode at
0.10 sec.

When the Ppv > Pload, the extraction of the active power given by the photovoltaic generator supplied the
power requested by the load and the surplus will be transported to the storage bench (charge the Batteries
and ultra capacitors).

After the drop in the lighting pro�le and the increase in the load (G = 700V/m2, P = 25kW) the diesel group
intervenes and the mode DECM is activated to ensure the maximum of power supplied to the load and
the batteries. At the instant 25 Sec, the storage systems are su�ciently charged and the power requested
by the load is su�cient which leads to the appearance of the mode PCM until the moment 40 sec and
limits the power generated by the PV. At the instant 40 sec and after a slight disturbance, the MPPT mode
is activated again and the batteries begin to recharge.

 

Figure 21 illustrates the two operating modes of the proposed systems (disconnected mode and
connected mode). The speci�ed mode appears between 0.10 sec and 25.50sec when the active power is
requested (Pload < Pdc). Between 10sec and 25sec], the diesel engine intervenes to ensure the power
requested by the load in the connected mode.

Figure 22 shows the two connections of the inverter and the diesel engine with disturbances due to the
synchronization of the two voltage sources in the two operating modes. Due to the starting of the diesel
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engine, the alternative voltage is provided by the inverter (disconnected mode) until 13sec when the
engine diesel stabilizes.

 

The battery and ultra capacitor (SOC) level given in Figs. 23 and 24 respectively are shows the reliability
of the management algorithm.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, a multi-source system (PV generator–batteries–ultra-capacitor and diesel generator) has
been presented. For this, an effective management algorithm is developed to improve system e�ciency
and optimize energy consumption. So, the DC bus can be controlled by a storage system presented by
batteries and ultra-capacitors, and the AC bus can be controlled by two different methods namely dq
frame and voltage oriented control depending on the operating mode. In this context, the DC bus is
regulated using the frequency separation controller, in which both storage systems can operate in charge
and discharge modes. On the other hand, the AC bus is controlled by two techniques mentioned above in
which these two techniques have proven their effectiveness in terms of control and management in a
system with different types of power sources and according to the required load pro�le.
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Figure 2

Parallel Hybrid system structure

Figure 3

Solar cell model.
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Figure 5

Ultra-capacitor model.

Figure 11

DQ Frame Technique Controller
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Figure 17

DC Bus Voltage (V)

Figure 18

Power Responses: PV Power (Blue), Batteries Power (Green), and UC Power (Red)
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Figure 21

Diesel Engine Current (A)
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Figure 22

AC power Load (Bleu), Diesel Engine (Red)


